It is widely accepted that solar flares involve release of magnetic energy stored in the solar corona above an active region, but existing models do not include the explicitly time-dependent electrodynamics needed to describe such energy release. A flare paradigm is discussed that includes the electromotive force (EMF) as the driver of the flare, and the flare-associated current that links different regions where magnetic reconnection, electron acceleration, the acceleration of mass motions and current closure occur. The EMF becomes localized across regions where energy conversion occurs, and is involved in energy propagation between these regions.
Introduction
It is widely accepted that solar flares are due to explosive release (over tens of minutes) of magnetic energy that has been built up and stored above an active region in the corona over a longer time (days to weeks). The released energy appears in various forms of kinetic energy: mass motions, energetic particles and heat. Such release of magnetic energy is referred to as a magnetic explosion [1, 2] . However, most models for solar flares do not include an essential feature of the physics of a magnetic explosion: the driver of a flare involves explicitly timedependent electrodynamics. The history of models for solar flares, over the decades since
Giovanelli's 1948 model [3] , is well summarized by an archive of the cartoons used to describe each model (http://solarmuri.ssl.berkeley.edu/~hhudson/cartoons/). As discussed in Section 2, most of these models may be included in one of three classes: CSHKP models, circuit models or quadrupolar models, none of which is explicitly time-dependent. The missing ingredients are the electromotive force (EMF) and the flare-associated current. The time-changing coronal magnetic field implies a large-scale inductive electric field, whose line-integral along any closed path is interpreted as an EMF, Φ, which tends to drive a flare-associated current along a closed path that needs to be identified in a specific flare model. The EMF is either ignored or replaced by a proxy, such as a photospheric dynamo, obscuring the essential role it plays as the driver of the flare-associated current. The EMF is the electrodynamic driver of the flare in the sense that it drives the current that links widely-separated regions, with the power released is due to the rate work is done by the EMF against the flare-associated current in localized regions along this current path. Note that although both an inductive electric field and a parallel electric field (associated with finite conductivity) appear in MHD models for flares [4] , these are local fields, whereas the EMF and the current that it drives are on a global scale, and the parallel electric field arises when the EMF is localized along the path of the driven current. MHD, which is needed to model local regions along the flare-driven current path, needs to be complemented by the global electrodynamics associated with the EMF and the flare-associated current that it drives. It is this global perspective that is obscured in many models for solar flares.
In discussing the energetics of solar flares, it is important to distinguish between the energy going into mass motions and that going into energetic electrons in the impulsive phase. A subset of flares is "eruptive" in the sense that the flare is associated with a 2 coronal mass ejection (CME) that carries away a large fraction of the energy released.
All flares have an "impulsive" phase in which a large fraction of the energy released goes into 10-20 keV electrons: the electrons that precipitate into the denser regions of the solar atmosphere produce hard X-ray bursts (HXBs) [5, 6] and Hα brightenings, and the electrons that escape produce type III solar radio bursts. Explicit time-dependence is included in some magnetohydrodymanic (MHD) models for the acceleration of a CME [7] [8] [9] , but this is not the same as including the EMF as the driver of the flare. In the discussion of the energetics in this paper, emphasis is given to the acceleration of energetic electrons, as a defining feature of the impulsive phase of any flare. The general problem of the acceleration of solar energetic particles has been studied extensively [10, 11] , with most acceleration mechanisms applying to a small fraction of already suprathermal particles. In early literature, the acceleration of the electrons that produce HXBs was called "bulk energization" to indicate it involves all the electrons in a localized region having their mean energy increased by a large factor [12] [13] [14] .
It has since been confirmed that the number density of the precipitating electrons in HXBs is comparable with the ambient electron number density [15] . More recent observations [16] suggest that the precipitating electrons are confined to very narrow current channels where they are accelerated by a parallel electric field [17, 18] . A flare model needs to include this bulk energization as the main form of dissipation for the released magnetic energy. 
Existing flare models
Most flare models can be classified as "standard" (or CSHKP) models, circuit models or quadrupolar models. How the explicit time-dependence is avoided in each of these classes is discussed in this Section. Early versions of the "standard" model for a flare, also known as the CSHKP (initials of the authors of [20] [21] [22] [23] ) model, are two-dimensional (2D) with a bipolar magnetic field forming closed-loops below a vertical current sheet which separates regions of oppositelydirected nearly-vertical magnetic field (Figure 1 ). The magnetic energy release is described in terms of a stationary inflow of (frozen-in) magnetic field and plasma to the current sheet, where (2D) magnetic reconnection occurs, and a stationary outflow of reconnected magnetic field and plasma both up and down from the reconnection site.
There is no explicit time-dependence in a CSHKP model, and hence there is no EMF.
The time-dependence is implicit in the boundary conditions, involving inflows and outflows.
The only electric field is a potential field, and the line-integral of this field along any closed path inside the boundary is zero. In 2D versions of the model the only allowed current is along the axis perpendicular to the 2D structures. Although the 2D assumption is relaxed in more recent 3D versions [16] , the flows remain stationary in such models, which therefore have no EMF.
Circuit models
In a circuit model [24, 25] the current is assumed to flow along a specified path, usually including a direct and return path along a coronal loop, with current closure across field lines at the two footpoints in the photosphere ( Figure 2 ). Stored magnetic energy is identified
LI
2 , where L is the inductance of the loop. The current is assumed to be driven by a voltage source located in one of the foopoints. Thus, in this case the EMF is replaced by a photospheric dynamo. Also shown in Figure 2 is a capacitance, C: the kinetic energy in a mass motion is simulated by capacitive energy Q 2 /2C = CΦ 2 /2, with the charge Q building up due to the flare-associated current during the flare.
In the current-interruption version of a circuit model, the onset of a flare and the associated dissipation is attributed to the turning on of a coronal resistance, leading to "interruption" of the coronal current [24] . Both direct and return current paths in the corona are needed to allow the postulated resistive region to short out the current between these two paths. Such a circuit/current-interruption model is not consistent with the electrodynamics of a magnetic explosion. In a quadrupolar model [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] two bipolar magnetic loops come together and reconnect forming two new loops connecting the four footpoints ( Figure 3 ). The reconnection between the magnetic fields in the two loops involves transfer of currents as well as magnetic flux between the loops. The release of magnetic energy is attributed to the change in the current paths, described by the change in the self-and mutual-inductances [28] , rather than a change in the currents. The energy release is estimated by comparing before and after states. Because the time-dependent changes during the flare are not considered, there is no EMF in these models.
One way of including the time-dependence in such a model is by allowing the inductance to be time-dependent. The simplest example involves a single current-carrying flux tube that implodes [31] , such that its length and hence its inductance decreases with time. In such a model the magnetic flux is LI, implying an EMF −(dL/dt)I as L decreases during the implosion. In a more general model involving multiple loops, the time-dependence is included in mutual inductances [32] .
3 Requirements for a time-dependent flare model
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A time-dependent flare model, driven by the EMF associated with the changing coronal magnetic field, requires several ingredients that are not present in most existing flare models.
For the purpose of discussion order-of-magnitude estimates for Φ and I are needed, and these are discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
EMF
An early estimate of the EMF due to the time-varying magnetic field of a star [33] gave Φ of order 10 10 V, and this was supported by later estimates for solar flares [24, 34] . For example, an estimate of Φ from the rate of change of the magnetic flux during a flare is as follows. Equating the energy released, say 10 24 J in a moderate-sized flare, to the change in the magnetic flux times the current, which is estimated below to be of order 10 11 A, one infers that a change in flux of 10 13 Wb is needed. Such a change over 10 3 s implies an EMF of 10 10 V. There is an independent indirect argument that supports such a large Φ in an eruptive flare. The capacitor model for the kinetic energy of a CME involves equating the kinetic energy in the CME to the energy Q 2 /2C = CΦ 2 /2 stored in the capacitor, also assumed to be 10 24 J. With C of order 10 4 F the required charge is Q = 10 14 C, and a current I = 10 11 A can build up this charge over the duration 10 3 s of a flare. The capacitive energy may also be written as QΦ/2, again suggesting Φ of order 10 10 V. Other variants of such estimates also lead to Φ of order 10 9 -10 10 V.
There is no direct signature for this enormous EMF, posing the question as to how it can seemingly be hidden in the corona during a flare. There is direct evidence from HXBs [5, 6] that a large fraction of the energy released goes into bulk energization of ≈ 10-20 keV electrons. This suggests acceleration to an energy ε = e∆Φ with ∆Φ of order 10 4 V. However, to explain a power of 10 21 W with an EMF ∆Φ = 10 4 V would require I = 10 17 A, which is impossible in the solar corona [35] . Assuming I = 10 11 A requires that ∆Φ = Φ/M appears across M regions in series along the current path. A suggested geometry [35] is M pairs of up-and down-current paths with precipitating electrons being accelerated by ∆Φ on each of the up-current paths. A global model for a flare needs to incorporate this requirement.
Flare-associated current
The Currents can flow freely along field lines in the corona, but can flow across field lines only under special conditions. In a specific model for the flare-associated current the special conditions that allow cross-field closure at the two ends need to be identified. There are three possibilities for such cross-field closure.
• A cross-field current implies a J × B force, which must be balanced by another force or associated with the acceleration of mass. Only the latter seems plausible for the Lorentz force due to the flare-associated current in the low-beta plasma in the solar corona.
• A cross-field current can flow at a footpoint of a coronal loop, due to the cross-field electrical conductivity (Pedersen conductivity) of the (partially ionized) chromospheric plasma. Due to the large inertia of the chromosphere, such current closure may lead to only a small acceleration of plasma. Although the finite conductivity implies some dissipation, this is unimportant in the overall energy budget for a flare.
• The third possibility may be called reconnection-associated current closure. In a single-loop model there are two regions of cross-field current closure. One region of cross-field closure is in the corona where the Lorentz force produces mass motion driven by the flare. An argument invoked for both a laboratory plasma [38] and for the terrestrial magnetosphere during a substorm [39] suggests that the other cross-field closure is at a footpoint; in a flare this corresponds to closure due to the cross-field (Pedersen) conductivity in the chromosphere. The flare-associated current must pass through acceleration/dissipation regions, where the magnetic energy released in the corona is transferred to energetic electrons. The source of the energetic electrons and the locations of the acceleration/dissipation regions are constrained by the "number problem".
Number problem
A long-standing difficulty in interpreting hard X-ray bursts (HXBs) in solar flares is that the number of electrons precipitating into the denser regions of the solar atmosphere, where
HXBs are generated, greatly exceeds the number of electrons in the flaring flux tube prior to the flare [5, 6, 40] . Electrons must be resupplied to the corona at the same rate as energetic electrons precipitate from the corona. This requirement can be satisfied by invoking a return current [41] , involving electrons flowing up from the chromosphere into the corona.
Early models for the return current [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] invoked co-located direct and return currents.
An alternative is that the electrons drawn up from the chromosphere at one footpoint of a flaring flux tube are accelerated along their path before precipitating at the conjugate footpoint [47] . 
Hiding the "elephant in the room"
An explanation of the mismatch M of order 10 6 involves several different ingredients. One ingredient is the assumption that the direct and return currents are set up in pairs through propagation of Alfvénic fronts between the regions of cross-field current flow in the corona and in the (partially ionized) chromosphere [48] . The Alfvén waves transport energy (and potential) downward from the corona along field lines. Dissipation is essential in providing a sink for this energy. If there is no dissipation there is no release of magnetic energy, no EMF and no energy transport. At the start of the flare, the dissipation is required to build up allowing magnetic energy release to build up, and Φ to increase. A second ingredient is that there is a maximum Φ max that can be supported by Alfvén waves [49] . Once Φ reaches Φ max , any further increase in the rate of energy release, energy transport and energy dissipation requires a further pair of direct and return currents to develop in series with the first. This results in many pairs of direct and return currents that develop in series, with ∆Φ ≈ Φ max across field lines between direct and return currents in each pair. Such multiple pairs of current paths has been described as a "picket-fence" model [48] .
Reconnection region
Magnetic reconnection is an essential ingredient in any model for a magnetic explosion:
it is required to allow the magnetic configuration to change. During a flare, current-carrying magnetic field structures in the corona must change from an initial configuration with a higher stored magnetic energy to a final configuration with a lower stored magnetic energy.
Although there have been calculations of reconnection involving twisted flux ropes [50] , how such models relate to the magnetic and current configuration on a global scale, for example as illustrated in Figure 3 , is unclear. Magnetic reconnection in the solar corona can occur only in localized regions, usually assumed to be associated with magnetic nulls and other special structures [51] . Compared with a solar flare on a global scale, the spatial and temporal scales of a reconnection event are microscopic, and a statistically large number of localized reconnection regions is needed to have a macroscopic effect. One model involving many magnetic nulls is referred to as turbulent reconnection [52] .
As in a CSHKP model, magnetic energy is assumed to flow into the reconnection region in the form of frozen-in magnetic flux. In a time-dependent model, the rate of change of magnetic energy density, −∂(B 2 /2µ 0 )/∂t, is locally balanced by the divergence of the energy flux (Bmodels that involve reconnection, the role played by the reconnection region is different in different models.
In a CSHKP model, the reconnection region is also identified as the region where the conversion of energy into mass motion in a CME and into energetic particles occurs. In early CSHKP models, a CME was identified as an upward fast outflow from the reconnection region. The acceleration of particles was assumed to occur either during the reconnection itself, or at a shock wave where the downward fast outflow encounters the underlying closed-field region ( Figure 1 ). Although these features of a CSHKP model are qualitatively appealing, such a model is no longer favored for the generation of a CME, and it encounters seemingly insurmountable quantitative difficulties (the "number problem") when compared with data on HXBs.
A different interpretation of the energetics of the reconnection region is adopted here.
It is assumed that the energy conversion in the reconnection region is the first stage in a multi-stage energy conversion process. The second stage includes an energy outflow from the reconnection region, as a Poynting flux in Alfvénic form. There is observational evidence for such a model for geomagnetic substorms [53, 54] , and a similar model has been suggested for solar flares [31, 55, 56] . Although no detailed model for the conversion of the inflowing magnetic energy into an outflowing Alfvén flux is available, some features of such a model are evident. The flare-associated current flowing along field lines in the corona must be redirected at the reconnection region, so that the current flows along field lines to and from the chromosphere, where it flows across field lines due to the Pedersen conductivity. There is a cross-field electric field, E ⊥ , between the direct and return current paths, and this may be attributed to the EMF becoming localized across the reconnection region. (Specifically, stage is needed to explain the energy transfer to a CME in an eruptive flare.
Acceleration/dissipation region
A long-standing problem in the physics of solar flares is the "bulk energization" of the energetic (10-20 keV) electrons that produce HXBs and type III solar radio bursts in the impulsive phase [12] [13] [14] . The location of the acceleration region, and the acceleration mechanism are different in different models.
A CSHKP model favors acceleration along the neutral plane separating oppositely directed magnetic field lines, cf. Figure 1 . One suggestion is that the electron acceleration is associated with contracting magnetic islands during reconnection [57] . Such acceleration involves a parallel electric field, E , in the collapsing magnetic island. However, the number problem provides a strong argument against this being the bulk-energization mechanism: it seems impossible for such a model to account for the large number of electrons accelerated. However, this is an argument against the specific model, rather than against acceleration by E in general. The quantitative argument favors acceleration in or near the chromosphere, where there is a copious supply of electrons. Other arguments in favor of acceleration relatively low in the solar atmosphere include a suggested analogy with the acceleration of auroral electrons in a geomagnetic substorm [55, 56] , an Alfvén-wave model for energy transport [31] and observational evidence for the number density of the precipitating electrons being of order the ambient number density [15] .
The fact that the details of the acceleration mechanism remain uncertain is not surprising:
acceleration by E is poorly understood in any space or astrophysical context. In particular, the acceleration of auroral electrons is attributed to the potential ∆Φ changing from across field lines to along field lines, producing E [53] . However, despite the acceleration region being probed by spacecraft, the detailed plasma physics remains inadequately understood.
Various specific models for E = 0 have been suggested including double layers, anomalous conductivity and phase-space holes [58] . Although it is desirable that the microphysics be understood, there is an argument that suggests that a detailed understanding may not be essential. Each of the structures suggested for E = 0 is on a very small spatial and temporal scale, and a statistically large number of such structures is needed to have a macroscopic effect. Such a statistical model, perhaps based on network theory or some related model, may be insensitive to the microphysics and allow the acceleration/dissipation to be described in terms of a macroscopic quantity, such as an equivalent resistance.
Discussion and conclusions
As suggested earlier [2] , it is important to introduce widely different scales in order to model magnetic energy release in a solar flare. It is on the largest ("global") scale that our thinking about flares needs to be revised to include time-dependent electrodynamics explicitly: specifically, the time-changing magnetic field, the EMF and the flare-associated current, with the release of magnetic energy due to the work done by the EMF against the flare-associated current. There are several questions that need to be answered but which are obscured by the neglect of the EMF and the flare-associated current in most flare models, as discussed in Section 2. One question is how the very large EMF, Φ of order 10 10 V, can apparently be hidden in the corona: the suggested answer given here is essentially as originally proposed by Holman in 1985 [35] . Answers to other questions related to the flareassociated current suggest that it is due to redirection of pre-flare coronal currents, and that it involves more than one current loops in the corona, and multiple (M ) pairs of upand down-current paths between a reconnection region and the current closure region in the chromosphere. Answers to further questions relating to energy transport and energy dissipation (through bulk energization) are suggested. Although the detailed answers to such questions are important, the main point made here is that a new way of thinking about flares is needed in order to recognize that such questions are relevant and to address them.
This new way of thinking must be based on time-dependent electrodynamics.
